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In-Situ Gas Permeation-Driven Ionic Current Rectification of
Heterogeneously Charged Nanopore Arrays

Sangjin Seo and Taesung Kim*

Ionic diodes provide ionic current rectification (ICR), which is useful for
micro-/nanofluidic devices for ionic current-mediated applications. However,
the modulation of ICR is not fully developed, and current challenges include
limited active control and localized modulation for further multiplexing of
micro-/nanofluidic ionic diodes. Herein, a microfluidic device integrated with
particle-assembly-based ionic diodes (PAIDs) and a gas-flow channel above
them is presented. Exploiting in-situ gas permeation through a polymeric film,
precise control over the physiochemical conditions of the nanopores within
the PAIDs, leading to the modulation of ICR is demonstrated. The
investigation not only characterizes the rectification properties of the PAIDs
but also unveils their capacitor-like behavior and the ability to actively
modulate ICR using various gas flows. Furthermore, the reversible modulation
of ICR through dynamic switching of gas-dissolved solutions, enabling
ion-signal amplification is showcased. This pioneering approach of in situ
gas-permeation offers programmable manipulation of ion transport along
PAIDs, thereby positioning ionic diodes as versatile nanofluidic components.
Looking ahead, the development of multiplexed PAIDs in an addressable
manner on a chip holds promise for practical applications across diverse
fields, including ion signaling, ion-based logic, chemical reactors, and
(bio)chemical sensing.

1. Introduction

Nanoporous materials have been widely utilized to provide
controlled ion transport based on nanoscale surface-dominated
mechanisms.[1–4] Using ion-mediated mechanisms, the sur-
face charge heterogeneity of nanopores achieves various
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functions, which are analogous to those
of elementary electronic components.[5–9]

Among them, ionic diodes have attracted
considerable attention because of their
ionic current rectification (ICR) functional-
ity, where the directionality of ionic current
can be controlled by the heterogeneously
charged surfaces of nanopores.[10] Hetero-
geneous surface charges facilitate the asym-
metric enhancement/blocking of ion trans-
port within nanopores. These rectifying
mechanisms have been studied experimen-
tally and theoretically for mimicking the
functions of biological membranes.[11,12]

Moreover, the modulation of ICR based
on chemical stimuli facilitates interest-
ing applications. For example, ionic diodes
were previously utilized for molecular de-
tection by observing changes in the cur-
rent or rectification behavior.[13,14] Pro-
tease detection and inhibitor screening
were conducted using the logic operation
of peptide-functionalized ionic diodes.[15]

Moreover, stepwise asymmetrical modula-
tion was achieved by the surface charges
of nanochannel-based ionic pumps.[16,17]

These applications demonstrated that a
chemical stimulus can be used to control the surface charges of
nanopores by adjusting the pH, ionic strength, and wettability,[18]

as well as the presence of specific ions.[19]

Generally, facile methods for inducing sufficient chemical
stimuli on submerged nanopores include complete replace-
ment of the original solution with another solution of differ-
ent pH[13,15,16,20] and generating acidic/basic gas bubbles in the
solution.[21,22] As a result, changes in the chemical condition
modify the surface charge of the nanopores from the exterior
to the interior of the nanopores. Although existing methods re-
liably modulate ICR, the use of large volumes of solution is
wasteful, and exchanging the liquid for simultaneous ion sig-
nal transduction is time-intensive. Moreover, bubble genera-
tion faces the same challenges of liquid exchange, along with
miniaturization limitations. In addition to these challenges in
active control, the lack of individual and localized control (i.e.,
addressability) limits the multiplexed working principle, which
should be overcome with the versatility of micro-/nanofluidic
devices.[23–25] In other words, if multiple ionic diodes share
common liquid channels, the aforementioned methods cannot
easily and individually apply chemical stimuli to each ionic
diode.
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As an alternative to direct handling of the aqueous solution,
other stimuli were exploited to regulate the current asymmetric-
ity of nanopores using light,[26] field effects,[27] or geometric de-
formation offering active ICR modulation.[28] Despite advance-
ments in the controllability of microfluidic components, cur-
rent methods still face challenges in regulating multiple ionic
diodes separately on a chip. For instance, the light-meditated
method of localized modulation requires an expensive light-
exposure setup with a microscale exposure region. Precise align-
ment of the light sources is required to avoid interference be-
tween the multiple light sources, enabling independent opera-
tion of each ionic diode. The field-effect-mediated method is lim-
ited to silicon-based devices, which require sophisticated fabrica-
tion processes and prohibit optical observation. The geometric-
deformation method—exemplified by bending or stretching—
results in the modulation of multiple ionic diodes at the same
time unless the local strain within a single device can be effec-
tively discerned and utilized.[29] In this context, a method en-
abling addressability was developed in a previous study, where
the ion-mediated neutralization of a hydrogel was used to modu-
late the ICR of hydrogel-based ionic diodes.[30] An ionic solution
was manually injected into an open hole at the junction of the
ionic diode to disable ICR, thereby releasing the amplified ionic
signal. It seems possible to control multiple ionic diodes by selec-
tively injecting ionic solutions into target ionic diodes. However,
the ICR modulation was temporary as the ions in the injected
solutions were consumed and dispersed. Moreover, to further
broaden the practical applicability of ionic diodes and fully exploit
the benefits of micro-/nanofluidic ionic diodes, additional ad-
vances must be achieved. An alternative can be the in situ delivery
of stimulus molecules in an addressable manner to overcome the
aforementioned limitations of conventional methods while min-
imizing effort for controlling multiplexed micro-/nanofluidic
components.

In this study, we developed microfluidic devices with het-
erogeneous junctions fabricated using particle-assembled mem-
branes (PAMs). Within multiple bridge microchannels, posi-
tive, and negative PAMs were fabricated in series, which serve
as nanofluidic particle-assembly-based ionic diodes (PAIDs). A
single microchannel was placed on top of ionic diodes, sepa-
rated by a gas-permeable film that provides an in situ path-
way for gas molecules to diffuse from the top microchannel to-
ward the junction of the PAIDs in the bottom layer.[31] As a
result, gas permeation can be induced via a solution-diffusion
mechanism, causing a minimal but sufficient change in the
physiochemical conditions within the PAIDs.[32] We character-
ized the properties of the PAIDs comprising chemically re-
sponsive particles in terms of their ICR and capacitor-like re-
sponse under various electrical and chemical conditions. Fur-
ther, we investigated the modulation of ICR through the flow
of gas-dissolved solutions, achieving reversible changes in ICR
and facilitating direct ionic signal amplification. Our study also
involved exploring optimization strategies to enhance PAID
performance for practical applications. Lastly, the developed
PAIDs hold promise for various practical applications in micro-
/nanofluidic systems although challenges such as further opti-
mization and scalability need to be addressed in future research
endeavors.

2. Result

Figure 1a shows a schematic of the developed microfluidic device
comprising a main channel layer at the bottom, a control chan-
nel layer at the top, and a gas-permeable film separating the top
and bottom layers. The bottom layer contains two parallel main
channels, which are connected perpendicularly with ten bridge
channels (length, 2L = 1 mm), through which ions flow under
an electrical bias. Bridge channels with and without PAIDs were
fabricated for comparison. The control channel serves as a gas-
conditioning channel by flowing gas or gas-dissolved solutions;
therefore, it was used not only to fabricate PAIDs but also to
control gas permeation through the film. Additional details re-
lated to the fabrication process and dimensions of the microflu-
idic device are presented in Figure S1 and Note S1 (Support-
ing Information), respectively. Figure 1b shows the bridge chan-
nels connecting the two main channels that were used to form
the PAIDs. The PAMs comprise nanopore networks, and their
properties are governed by the particle characteristics, specifi-
cally their surface functionalization. Furthermore, the nanopores
within the PAMs have been utilized as not only nanofluidic mem-
brane structures but also ionic diodes, particularly.[33,34] In gen-
eral, 200 nm sulfate-functionalized polystyrene (sPS) particles
(pKa < 3) possess negatively charged surfaces, whereas 200 nm
amidine-functionalized polystyrene (aPS) particles (pKa = 10–
11) have positively charged surfaces over a wide pH range (from
acidic to neutral).[35]

Typically, the minimum pore size of a PAM is estimated to
be ≈15% of the particle diameter;[36] for example, 200 nm parti-
cles form pores of ≈30 nm, which is comparable to the Debye
length (𝜆D) generated for a solution with 1 mm of ionic strength
(𝜆D = 9.6 nm). Consequently, anions function as either counter
ions or co-ions within the nanopore networks of aPS and sPS
PAMs, respectively, with cations exhibiting the opposite behav-
ior. Solutions with a wide range of pH levels can be used owing
to the chemical robustness of PS. Figure S2 (Supporting Infor-
mation) shows detailed scanning electron microscopy (SEM) im-
ages of the developed PAIDs. Bipolar PAMs (i.e., PAIDs) were
formed under a flow of nitrogen gas using pervaporation-induced
flow; the detailed fabrication process is provided in Figure S3
(Supporting Information) and our previous study.[37] The gas
molecules are transported through the control channel either in
the gaseous state or dissolved in water. Subsequently, the partial
pressure difference of gases across the gas-permeable film initi-
ates gas permeation toward the PAIDs. Acidic and basic gases dis-
solve and partially or fully dissociate into water to produce ions.
The dissolved gases or dissociated ions may react with existing
molecules, affecting the physiochemical conditions within the
PAIDs.[35,38] Consequently, in-situ gas permeation to the PAIDs
enables the control of their surface-charge heterogeneity.

Figure 1c shows I–V curves measured across the PAIDs after
loading HCl solutions with three different concentrations into
the main channels. Under forward bias, the current curves
exhibit high slopes (i.e., significant current changes with respect
to the applied voltage), whereas under reverse bias, the current
remains quite low, close to zero. The current magnitudes show
distinct differences between forward and reverse bias, indicating
that the PAIDs exhibit ICR behavior. To quantify the degree
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Figure 1. PAID-based microfluidic device and its working principles. a) Image of a microfluidic device filled with colored dyes to visualize the individual
channel layers, as depicted in the cross-sectional view. b) Optical microscopy and SEM images of the bridge channels with the PAIDs. The pore network
of the PAMs acts as a bundle of nanochannels with surface properties governed by the functionality of the particles. Black scale bar: 400 μm. c) I–V
curves measured across PAIDs using various HCl solution concentrations. “Open” and “closed” states are observed in the forward bias (negative
bias) and reverse bias (positive bias), respectively. Experiments were repeated three times, each using a single device for low (top) and high (bottom)
concentration measurements. Error bars were omitted owing to their smaller size compared to the corresponding symbols. d) Rectification ratios
(−I−5 V/I5V) for various types and concentrations of solution in the main channel. Error bars represent the standard deviations of three measurements
taken using an individual device for each type of solution to prevent contamination.

of ICR, we defined the rectification ratio as rR = −I−5 V/I5V,
representing the ratio between the magnitudes of the current
measured at −5 and +5 V. Within the low concentration range
(10 μm–1 mm), the rR increased with increasing magnitudes
in forward currents owing to the variations of the solution
conductivity, while magnitudes in reverse currents remained
comparable. The zeta potential measurement (𝜁 ) reveals that
higher HCl concentrations lead to more positive values for both
𝜁 aPS and 𝜁 sPS, with the 𝜁 sPS eventually undergoing a sign switch
beyond the 10 mm concentration threshold (Figure S4a, Support-
ing Information). The change of the 𝜁 aPS to a more positive value
and the subsequent sign reversal of the 𝜁 sPS are influenced by
pH, as the increased ionic strength of a monovalent solution typ-
ically leads to a decrease in the magnitude of zeta potentials.[39]

Conversely, within the high concentration range (10–100 mm),
the rR decreased with increasing concentrations owing to the
reduction in the charge heterogeneity of PAIDs and the decreas-
ing 𝜆D. The gap between 𝜁 aPS and 𝜁 sPS gradually reduced with
increasing concentrations, with a significant reduction observed
above 30 mm. However, the decrease in the 𝜆D appeared to have
a more pronounced effect on ICR, as evidenced by the steep
decrease observed between 30 and 100 mm, despite a similar gap

in zeta potentials. On the basis of the afore-described analysis of
the ionic strength, we justified the use of lower concentrations,
equal to or less than 1 mm, to maintain the ion-selectivity of
PAMs while avoiding significant reduction in the 𝜆D.

Figure 1d shows the rR of the PAIDs for various solution condi-
tions in the main channels. The rR values for all solution types ex-
hibit increasing trends with increasing forward currents because
of the solution conductivity; refer to Figure S5a (Supporting In-
formation). The rR values for acidic solutions (HCl and HNO3)
surpassed those for neutral solutions (NaCl and KCl) as well as
basic solutions (NaOH and KOH). This significant difference in
the rR between the acidic and neutral solutions again originates
from the disparity in conductivity. However, the forward currents
and rR values with basic solutions did not match the estimations
calculated by interpolating the solution conductivities. In partic-
ular, the rR values for basic solutions at the concentrations of 10
and 100 μm were significantly lower than those with other solu-
tions. Figure S4b (Supporting Information) shows the reduction
in the gap between 𝜁 aPS and 𝜁 sPS, along with a reversal in the sign
of 𝜁 aPS induced by the presence of NaOH solution. This variation
in charge heterogeneity leads to the loss of the ICR functional-
ity and subsequent ion concentration polarization as confirmed
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Figure 2. Capacitor-like properties of PAIDs. a) Transient current curves measured during the switching between forward bias (charging) and reverse
bias (discharging). Switching biases, Vo, in both directions, were alternately applied with a period of 𝜆. b) Schematic description of the charging and
discharging processes under bias. Purple and yellow regions indicate positively and negatively charged PAMs, respectively. Purple and yellow dots
indicate cations and anions, respectively. c) Discharging of ions with a fixed period but various switching biases. The accumulated charge (Q) has a
linear relationship with Vo (inset). d) Discharging of ions with a fixed switching bias but various periods. Q has an asymptotic relationship with 𝜆, similar
to that of an electrolytic capacitor. Each curve in (c) and (d) represents the mean values of multiple experiments using a single device (n = 6), with the
corresponding conditions marked in the insets using matching colors.

by distinct nonlinearities observed in forward bias (Figure S6,
Supporting Information). These findings highlight the respon-
siveness of PAIDs to physiochemical conditions in terms of rR.
Furthermore, PAIDs experience a partial loss of their ICR func-
tionality when exposed to basic solutions, indicating the poten-
tial for physiochemical stimuli-responsive modulation of ICR.
Specifically, the forward current underwent significant changes
in magnitude compared to the limited changes in reverse current
(Figure S5b, Supporting Information). However, from an alterna-
tive perspective, the relative modulation ratio in the reverse cur-
rent can surpass that in the forward current if the magnitude of
the reverse current being modulated is relatively small.

It is interesting to note that current suppression was observed
exclusively for PAIDs with L = 500 μm, while shorter PAIDs ex-
hibited a linear behavior even under the same low-voltage con-
ditions (see Figure S7a, Supporting Information). Such suppres-
sions occurred within the voltage range of 0 to −1 V, regardless
of solution types, although the degree of suppression appeared
to vary with concentration (see Figure S6, Supporting Informa-
tion). Moreover, the extent of suppression could be extended or
reduced according to the scan rate (Figure S7b, Supporting Infor-
mation). Prolonged measurement times with slower scan rates
could induce a higher degree of ion accumulation within PAIDs,
leading to nonlinearity at high voltages. Consequently, suppres-

sion demonstrated dependence on both PAID length and scan
rate, indicating nonlinearity resulting from transient ion varia-
tions within PAIDs. Furthermore, current overshoots in the I–
V curves were observed depending on the scanning direction
(Figure S8, Supporting Information).[40] Hysteresis was observed
after changes in the bias direction during scanning. In contrast to
the decreasing bias scan (+5 to −5 V), during the increasing bias
scan (−5 to +5 V), ion accumulation leads to current overshoot
as the accumulated ions overflow from the PAIDs. These explo-
rations of the hysteresis behaviors improve our understanding of
the capacitor-like behavior of PAIDs, as discussed below.

Figure 2 describes the accumulation of ions within the PAIDs,
highlighting their capacitor-like performance and providing a
description of the associated parameters. Figure 2a shows the
results of transient current measurements under repeated bias
switching to demonstrate the accumulation of ions within the
PAIDs. A switching bias of Vo = 1 V was applied while period-
ically changing the direction of the bias in a stepwise manner
with a switching period of 𝜆 = 120 s. At the moment of switch-
ing to forward bias, the current was at its minimum, which is
attributed to the depletion of ions within the PAIDs under re-
verse bias. However, the replenishment of ions restores the con-
ductance, resulting in a progressive increase in the current over
time (i.e., charging). After charging, switching to reverse bias
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increases the maximum current values, which even surpasses the
forward bias current. These current peaks arise from the sudden
migration of accumulated ions out of the PAIDs (i.e., discharg-
ing). Subsequently, the current sharply declines shortly after the
transition and converges to the leakage current values, indicat-
ing the re-depletion of the PAIDs. Schematics of these charging
and discharging processes are presented in Figure 2b. The tran-
sient current with switching biases exhibits a hysteresis pattern
similar to that shown in the I–V curve in Figure S8 (Supporting
Information) but on a larger scale. Over time, current suppres-
sion diminishes as the PAIDs are refilled and accumulate ions.
Abrupt switching to reverse bias induces current overshoot, al-
beit with a significantly higher magnitude.

Figure 2c shows the results of transient current measurements
at the early stage of switching from forward to reverse bias with
𝜆 = 120 s, with various applied biases ranging from 1 to 5 V. The
magnitude of the maximum current increases with increasing
applied Vo. The total charge (Q) was evaluated by integrating the
area under the current peak (see Note S2, Supporting Informa-
tion). In the inset of Figure 2c and Q is plotted with respect to the
applied and shows a linear dependence on voltage, parallel to the
charging process of an electronic capacitor (Q ∝ Vo). Figure 2d
presents additional current measurement results at a fixed Vo of
3 V but under varying 𝜆 from 60 to 360 s. During evaluations,
Q did not proportionally increase with increasing 𝜆. Instead, the
curves exhibited asymptotic saturation, mirroring the behavior of
an electrolytic capacitor. The capacitor-like properties of PAIDs
were well modeled with the primary parameters analogous to an
electrolytic capacitor (see the inset of Figure 2d). All curves fit
well with the equation describing the capacitor charging process
(i.e., Q(t) = CVo[1 − e−t/𝜏 ]), where C and 𝜏 represent the capac-
itance and time constant, respectively. The charging time (t) cor-
responds to half the period. Fitting the experimental data gave
C = 0.83 μF and 𝜏 = 28.4 s. The areal capacitance, considering
the unit area as the minimum square containing PAIDs, was cal-
culated to be 218.42 μF cm−2, similar to 290 μF cm−2 given in
a previous report with organic electronics.[4] Further, the linear
relationship between Q and Vo in Figure 2c and the calculated
𝜏 were used as an alternative approach to calculate C = 0.73 μF,
exhibiting a modest difference of 12.8% between the two distinct
estimations. Consequently, the capacitance measured via calcu-
lating Q showed a simple relation with Vo and t, which will be
helpful in predicting Q, e.g., for estimating an approximate num-
ber of target ions in detection applications.[34]

In this study, we assume that the response of the PAIDs to gas
permeation varies depending on Q. This motivated our investi-
gation of reverse bias conditions applied to the PAIDs during the
gas-permeation experiments (corresponding to the results shown
in Figures 3 and 4), which aimed to continuously deplete ions and
reduce the complexity associated with the transient state. Other-
wise, experiments must consider the presence of remaining ions,
as they can lead to hysteresis in current measurements and unde-
sired reactions with permeating gases. Finally, our utilization of
the capacitor-like behaviors was further developed for the fabrica-
tion of in situ ionic diodes, which is proposed in the Discussion
Section.

Figure 3a shows the transient current across the bridge chan-
nels in the absence of PAIDs during the periodic switching of
CO2 flow (between on/off modes), i.e., a 60 s gas flow followed

by a 30 min recovery phase, as shown in the inset. The automated
experimental setup is presented in Figure S9 (Supporting Infor-
mation). The measurements were conducted under a 1 V bias
with a 1 mm KCl solution, and there was no reaction between
the solute and the permeated CO2 gas. The gas switching re-
sulted in current peaks, reflecting the temporary increase in the
bridge channel conductance due to CO2 dissociation (see Note
S3, Supporting Information), followed by a subsequent decrease
in conductance during the recovery phase. The dispersion of CO2
molecules in the absence of the PAIDs seems to promote slow re-
covery, leading to current drift over time (Figure S10, Supporting
Information). After the gas flow was completely stopped to lower
the conductance back to the initial value, the last measured values
were taken as the baseline current (Ibase) and used to calculate the
current (I−Ibase) for more accurate analysis and comparison of
the data. Furthermore, the magnitude of the maximum currents,
denoted with different-colored arrows in Figure 3a, altered peri-
odically with the applied pressure (see Figure S11 and Note S4,
Supporting Information). The linear relationship between max-
imum conductance and partial gas pressure was confirmed. As
we expected, minimal stimuli on the most resistive component
between the two electrodes dominantly affected the current sig-
nals. Furthermore, the slow but evident recovery implies the min-
imization of interference with the physiochemical condition of
the main channels.

Figure 3b shows the transient currents measured using the
PAIDs with a 1 mm HCl solution in the main channel and vari-
ous reverse bias voltages (1–5 V) as N2 and CO2 gas was sequen-
tially alternated with a switching interval of 5 min. The flow of
CO2 gas causes a greater increase in the current compared to
that observed during the flow of N2 gas, implying the permeation
and dissociation of CO2 gas despite the presence of the PAIDs.
The current increase upon switching to N2 gas is attributed to
pervaporation-driven flow, which entails the withdrawal of ions
from the main channels. Interestingly, the increments in the cur-
rent are similar, regardless of the applied voltage, which con-
flicts with the intuitive expectation that the current increases
proportionally with the voltage, considering the increase in the
conductance of the PAIDs. To the best of our knowledge, this
phenomenon arises from the rapid transport of ions induced by
the applied bias, leading to an equilibrium within the PAIDs. In
other words, the inflow of CO2 seems to be balanced with the ions
migrating toward the main channels (see Note S3, Supporting In-
formation). Therefore, during the equilibrium state, the increase
in current corresponds to the influx of CO2 gas from the control
channel.

Figure 3c shows similar current measurement results at a fixed
reverse bias of 1 V with various solutions (i.e., HCl, KCl, and
NaOH) introduced into the main channels. The permeation of
CO2 into the solutions with different solutions resulted in distin-
guishable differences in the transient currents. Rapid increases
and decreases in the current were observed for the KCl and HCl
solutions. In contrast, unlike the neutral KCl and acidic HCl solu-
tions, the basic NaOH solution showed a similar steep increase in
the current followed by a gradual increase upon introducing CO2
gas. The steep increase was not as large as that observed for the
other solutes because of a chemical reaction (see Note S5, Sup-
porting Information). However, an ongoing reaction generated
ion byproducts and increased the conductivity in the presence of
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Figure 3. Currents measured using a gas-switching setup. a) Transient current curves were measured across the bridge channels without PAIDs. The
flow of CO2 gas in the control channel was repeatedly switched on and off. The CO2 gas pressure was regulated to 1, 5, or 10 kPa. A magnified view of
a current peak is shown in the inset. b) Transient current was measured across the PAIDs while the gas flow was repeatedly switched between N2 and
CO2 (switching interval of 5 min). A 1 mm HCl solution was introduced into the main channels while various reverse biases were applied. c) Results of a
similar experiment that introduced HCl, KCl, and NaOH solutions into the main channels while the bias was fixed at 1 V. d) I–V curves measured across
PAIDs while a 100 μm NaOH solution was flowing in the main channels with/without CO2 gas flow in the control channel. Currents were the average
values of three measurements using a single device; the error bars were omitted because they were negligible.

OH− ions, which are continuously available from the main chan-
nels. Furthermore, the recovery of the current after introducing
N2 gas exhibits a gradual drift, with an increasing trend observed
throughout the entire measurement. This trend is attributed to
the production of OH− in the reverse reaction, impeding rapid
recovery. The current responses during the periodic switching
of gases indicate that gas permeation can indeed influence ionic
transport within the PAIDs in a programmable manner. Specifi-
cally, the permeated gas induces self-dissociation and it further
reacts with pre-existing molecules in the absence/presence of
the PAIDs. Furthermore, the reactions may lead to significant
changes in physiochemical conditions within the PAIDs com-
pared to the case without any reaction.

Figure 3d shows the I–V curves of the PAIDs with 100 μm
NaOH solutions in the absence/presence of CO2 gas flow within
the control channel. The pH neutralization of the basic solution
was induced by CO2 gas to manipulate the ICR of the PAIDs.
In the absence of gas flow, the PAIDs exhibited a minimal rR
(4.34 ± 0.1). Subsequently, we introduced CO2 gas and measured
the I–V curves again using the same device. In contrast, a sig-
nificant increase in the current magnitude was observed under
forward bias compared to the previous experimental results. The
pH decrease is attributed to the CO2 gas flow that enhances rR

(14.7 ± 0.1). The solubility of pure CO2 in deionized (DI) water at
298 K and 5 kPa is ≈35.7 mm (corresponding to a weak acid),[41]

and only 123 μm of H+ is generated under equilibrium, corre-
sponding to a pH of 3.9. Moreover, the conductivity of DI water
with dissolved CO2 (48.5 μS cm−1) is approximately double that of
100 μm NaOH (24.8 μS cm−1). However, an approximately nine-
fold increase in the current was observed at −5 V under CO2 gas
flow, which indicates that the modulation of ICR is caused by the
transition of the PAIDs from a basic state to either an acidic or
neutral state. Through the above experiments, we controlled the
physiochemical conditions of nanopores via in situ gas perme-
ation through the PAIDs and eventually modulated ICR. How-
ever, the use of CO2 provides poor reversible modulation of ICR,
which is necessary for programmable modulation of ICR. The
weakly acidic CO2 gas remains undissociated in water during the
I–V measurements, especially under forward bias. This undisso-
ciated CO2 prohibits the PAIDs from recovering to their initial
physiochemical state. To address this limitation, we further de-
veloped this method using a gas-dissolved solution. Most impor-
tantly, we were able to induce the permeation of both acidic and
basic gases, achieving mutual neutralization.

Figure 4 shows an alternative approach for modulating the
ICR with gas-dissolved solutions of HCl and NH3 to mutually
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Figure 4. Currents measured during the switching of gas-dissolved solutions. a) Transient current measurement with 1 V across the bridge channels
without PAIDs. HCl (10 mm) or NH3 (3–30 mm) solutions were alternately flowed through the control channel and repeatedly switched every 5 min.
b) I–V curves across PAIDs when various solutions were flowed through the control channel. Error bars represent the standard deviations of three
measurements using a single device. c) Repetitive modulation of the PAIDs by switching the solutions in the control channel. Amplified peaks are
observed at the time of neutralization (HCl→NH3). d) Illustration describing the two-step ion-amplification mechanism: (phase I) H+ ions accumulate
as they are repelled from the positively charged membrane and (phase II) the accumulated ions are abruptly released at the time of the membrane
neutralization by the NH3 solution, resulting in peak currents that are larger than the saturated current values.

neutralize each other. Figure 4a shows the transient current mea-
sured across the bridge channels in the absence of the PAIDs
when the gas-dissolved solutions in the control channel were
switched between an HCl solution (fixed at 10 mm) and NH3 solu-
tions (3–30 mm) at a bias voltage of 1 V. Note that the main chan-
nel contained a 1 mm HCl solution throughout all of these exper-
iments. An initial reduction in current was observed upon intro-
ducing the NH3 solution, which is attributed to the neutraliza-
tion reaction (see Note S6, Supporting Information). With NH3
introduction, the current first decreases and then increases at the
neutral point of the reaction. The maximum current, which was
detected immediately after switching to the HCl solution, was at-
tributed to the production of Cl− and NH+

4 owing to the reaction
of the permeating HCl with the pre-existing NH3 (a detailed ex-
planation of the transient currents produced upon switching of
the gas-dissolved solution is presented in Note S7, Supporting
Information). Consequently, switching between gases with dif-
ferent acidities induces the neutralization of pre-existing H+ and
OH− ions and gases. In addition, above the neutral points of pH,
where permeating gas fully consumes pre-existing H+ and OH−,
gases further permeate and dissociate into ions, resulting in a
distinct chemical condition, particularly the pH, in a reversible
manner. The gas permeation rate was directly regulated by the

partial pressure/concentration of NH3 in the solution, similar to
the case using CO2. To actively control these solutions, the exper-
imental setup was amended as shown in Figure S12 (Supporting
Information).

Figure 4b shows the I–V curves of PAIDs when the con-
trol channel was filled with gas-dissolved solutions of HCl and
NH3. These solutions enabled the reversible control of the phys-
iochemical condition in PAIDs, facilitating programmable ICR
modulation. The rR is dependent on the type and concentration
of the solutions and shows a broader range than that depicted in
Figure 3d. The rR decreases to 16.7 ± 0.1, 23.5 ± 0.3, and 5.0 ± 0.1
for the 3, 10, and 30 mm NH3 solutions, respectively. Specifically,
the PAIDs demonstrate notably increased reverse currents in the
NH3 solution (Figure S13, Supporting Information). In contrast,
in a 10 mm HCl solution, the reverse current decreased signif-
icantly, even compared to the cases without gas flow, owing to
the acidification of the PAIDs, leading to a high rR = 180 ± 2.6.
These physiochemical responses of the PAIDs enabled ≈a 36-fold
modulation of rR, representing a considerably wider modulation
range compared to the cases involving CO2. The change in the
reverse current with NH3 solution appears to primarily originate
from alterations in the surface charges of the aPS PAM (Figure
S4b, Supporting Information). For aPS particles, zeta potentials
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of 50.1 ± 0.8 mV and −52.8 ± 0.5 mV were measured in a 1 mm
HCl (pH of 3) and a 30 mm NH3 solution, respectively. These
values are consistent with the general pH dependence of zeta po-
tential values reported in the previous studies.[35,42] However, the
zeta potential value of aPS in a 1 mm NaOH solution (pH ≈11)
was negative but remained low (−16.7 ± 1.0 mV). The notable
difference in magnitude is particularly unintuitive, given that
the two solutions share similar pH levels. The similarity in pH
also implies comparable ionic strengths, as pH reflects the de-
gree of ionization. However, these alterations in zeta potential are
not solely attributed to pH variations but are highly influenced
by the unique property of the amidine-functional group.[43–46]

The presence of excess NH3 promotes amidine to function as
an acidic group, resulting in both aPS and sPS PAM function-
ing as highly cation-selective pore networks rather than hetero-
geneously charged structures.

Consequently, NH3 permeation attenuates the ICR functional-
ity of the PAIDs and elevates the reverse current. In addition, the
observed limiting currents under reverse bias with the NH3 so-
lution indicate ion concentration polarization. In fact, these lim-
iting currents are similar to those observed when high concen-
trations (10–100 mm) of HCl solution in the main channel atten-
uated the ICR functionality of PAIDs, as depicted in Figure 1c.
Importantly, unlike CO2, the ion consumption by the neutraliza-
tion reaction enables reversible modulation of ICR. Moreover, we
compared two re-acidification methods for recovering the high
rR of the PAIDs by flowing DI water or 10 mm HCl solution
through the control channel (Figure S14, Supporting Informa-
tion). The permeation of HCl effectively recovers the I–V curves
(with less hysteresis), whereas the use of DI water extended the
voltage range of current suppression during repeated recovery
tests. Both HCl and NH3 gas facilitated the transition of the phys-
iochemical condition of PAIDs to match that of the flowing gas
by neutralizing the previous gas. Notably, the reversible changes
in the reverse current indicate the possibility of an ionic gate.
The permeation of gases into the PAIDs changed the reverse cur-
rent from 1.77 to 47.38 nA at 5 V, corresponding to an on–off ra-
tio of 26.8. Subsequently, ionic logic operations with gas stimuli
have the potential to complement gate-voltage operations[5,47] by
reducing the need for electric circuits enabling simple but still
programmable actuation.

Figure 4c shows the transient currents measured across
the PAIDs while the gas-dissolved solutions were periodically
switched at a fixed reverse bias of 5 V. We first introduced a 10 mm
HCl solution into the control channel, inducing ion depletion for
20 min, which resulted in a very low current. Second, we loaded
NH3 solutions for 5 min, resulting in a sharp increase in the cur-
rent. Then, we repeatedly switched the solution in the control
channel every 5 min. At the moment of switching from a well-
rectifying state (HCl) to a poorly rectifying state (NH3), maximum
currents were generated, indicating amplified ionic signals. The
maximum currents were followed by a plateau state with a mag-
nitude dependent on the concentration of the NH3 solution.

Figure 4d illustrates the mechanism underlying the gener-
ation of the current peak, which was proposed in a previous
study.[30] The process involves the pile-up of ions at the entrance
of the anion-selective PAIDs under reverse bias (phase I). Sub-
sequently, the neutralization of PAIDs by gas-dissolved solutions
triggers the abrupt release of the piled-up ions (phase II), gen-

erating the current peak. Therefore, current peaks are observed
after each transition between HCl and NH3, which were followed
by asymptotic decreases in the current as the ions pass through
the PAIDs. It is more reasonable that the current peaks origi-
nate from an ion-amplification process rather than a chemical
reaction because they were not observed at the similar transi-
tion from HCl to NH3 in Figure 4a. Furthermore, the increasing
trend in the magnitude of gaps between the maximum current
and the equilibrium current in phase II with increasing length of
phase I is attributed to the amount of accumulated charge, rather
than chemical reactions within the PAIDs; after a longer deple-
tion process, more ions piled up at the entrance of the PAIDs and
fewer ions remained accumulated within the PAIDs. Therefore,
the ion-amplification process led to a current peak whereas chem-
ical reactions led to gradual changes in the current over time (i.e.,
drift) for PAIDs under reverse bias (Figure 3c).

We quantified the accumulated charge by integrating the cur-
rent (I − INH3

) over time (2 min) from the point where the cur-
rent exceeded INH3

(i.e., I > INH3
) with the 30 mm NH3 solution,

giving values of 1.14, 0.54, 0.42, and 0.45 μC in the sequential or-
der of the current peaks, where the first peak corresponds to the
longest depletion time. The charge values obtained for the PAIDs
at a bias of 5 V are 10–20 times smaller than that of the largest
signal (≈12.5 μC) reported in the literature under similar condi-
tions; specifically, the largest signal is reported using a hydrogel-
based ionic diode of L = 450 μm with 100 mm KCl solution at
a bias of 2 V.[30] This difference is attributed to the small cross-
sectional area of the PAIDs, which was 18.5 times lower than the
smallest cross-sectional area of ionic diodes reported in the liter-
ature. Benefitting from active controllability and reversibility, we
confirmed that the switching between the “on” and “off” states is
accomplished in ≈1 min. As indicated by the results, the respon-
siveness was fast enough to distinguish amplified signals from
changing currents.

3. Discussion

The addressability and programmable modulation of ICR
demonstrate the versatility of microfluidic ionic diodes. The
combination of multiple PAIDs and control channels is consid-
ered beneficial for achieving a multiplexed actuation mechanism
in a controllable manner, which is an important requirement
of fully ionic logic gates. For example, the present device can
be modified to contain homogeneous PAMs and multiple con-
trol channels, thereby enabling the switching between multiple
types of junctions, such as p–n, n–p, n–p–n, and p–n–p com-
ponents. Furthermore, there is ample room for improvement
in amplifying the ionic current signal by optimizing the ICR.
First, stronger electric fields can be generated by reducing the
length of PAIDs. To compensate for the reduction in the length,
modifications to the geometric and surface properties could be
considered. For example, redesigning the bridge channels to
achieve a conical shape could enhance current rectification.[10]

Increasing the number of surface groups on the particles is ex-
pected to provide a broader range of surface-charge control. Sec-
ond, the total cross-sectional area of the PAIDs could be sig-
nificantly increased by fabricating densely packed bridge chan-
nels with larger cross-sectional areas. Incorporating control chan-
nels on multiple sides of the bridge channel could enhance the
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gas permeation rate,[48] thereby facilitating the pervaporation-
assisted assembly of particles in wider bridge channels. These
optimization strategies should provide improved modulation
of ICR and an increase in the height of the amplification
peak.

Moreover, the hysteresis in ion transport is anticipated to be
beneficial for applications utilizing ion accumulation. For ex-
ample, the capacitor-like properties of p–n junctions, includ-
ing their capacity and rate of accumulation, are crucial; sim-
ilarly, ion accumulation within ionic diodes has recently at-
tracted significant research attention.[34,49] Figure S15 (Support-
ing Information) demonstrates chemical reactions between ac-
cumulated ions and permeated gases, such as the neutraliza-
tion reaction between accumulated H+ ions and NH3 molecules.
The accumulated ions within ionic diodes are available for in
situ chemical reactions, highlighting the potential for develop-
ing electrochemical sensors to detect target solutes or gases.
Furthermore, adjusting the physiochemical conditions through
gas permeation can enhance the fluorescent signal of accu-
mulated target molecules, especially when pH sensitivity is
crucial.

Future work on quantitative investigation is required to val-
idate our experimental results and demonstrate practical appli-
cations. The development of suitable theoretical and numerical
models is also essential. While we have proposed our most plau-
sible explanation for the transient current during the switching of
gas or gas-dissolved solution, a critical question remains on how
surface charges of nanopores influence gas permeation and sub-
sequent dissociations and reactions. To reduce the costs of nu-
merical studies, the complexity of models arising from particle
assembly and in situ gas permeation requires a perspective shift,
e.g., by simplifying gas permeation in 3D nanoporous structures
to a 2D condition in uniformly rectangular nanochannels. Un-
derstanding the role of the electric double layers in controlling
the physiochemical conditions is the first step for anticipating si-
multaneous electrochemical phenomena with multiple species.
The insights acquired from these studies are expected to guide
the development and improvement of ion-signal amplification
and molecular-sensing applications, allowing informed choices
regarding the surface properties of nanopores, gas-permeable
membranes, and microfluidic channel geometries.

4. Conclusion

We demonstrated the first modulation of ICR via in-situ gas per-
meation into ionic diodes. We fabricated heterogeneous junc-
tions of PAMs as nanofluidic PAIDs with physiochemical re-
sponsivity and placed a polymeric membrane and a control chan-
nel above the PAIDs to facilitate in-situ gas permeation. When
gases in the form of gas or gas-dissolved solution permeated
into the aqueous solutions within PAID, the gases dissolved and
sometimes further reacted with the aqueous solutions to mod-
ify the pH within the PAIDs. First, the dissociation and chemi-
cal reactions of permeating CO2 gas were verified by observing
differences in the current between various pre-existing solutions
within PAIDs. Then, the PAIDs submerged in a basic aqueous
solution showed an increase in ICR upon controlling the pH via
CO2 gas flow. Second, we demonstrated that gas-dissolved so-
lutions enhanced the modulation of the rR. The permeation of

HCl and NH3 gases led to the consumption of pre-existing H+

or OH−, resulting in the reversible control of the physiochemical
condition within the PAIDs. Moreover, the dynamic alterations of
the surface charge of the aPS particles induced by NH3 resulted
in a wide-range modulation of ICR (rR = 5.0–180). Throughout
the experiments, the switching of gases and gas-dissolved solu-
tions was conducted using programmed systems, enabling ac-
tive control of the PAIDs. Furthermore, the reversibility due to
in situ acidification/alkalinization facilitates repeated switching
of ICR, resulting in ion-signal amplification via processes based
on the pile-up and abrupt release of ions. This finding further
supports the potential of PAIDs for addressable modulation of
the physiochemical condition within micro-/nanofluidic chan-
nels, in addition to that proposed in other literature.[37,41,50,51] In
the future, additional numerical studies and optimization efforts
to effectively combine ionic diodes with gas-permeation tech-
niques are expected to provide a versatile nanofluidic platform
for various applications. Furthermore, to realize active and mul-
tiplexed manipulation of multiple ionic diodes, we plan to inves-
tigate well-designed pairs of ionic diodes and control channels
and develop a strategy to stabilize pH in the main channel us-
ing proper buffer solutions. Advances in the fabrication of 3D
microfluidic devices also guarantee the development of multi-
plexed channel networks for addressable actuation.[52] We believe
that the proposed gas manipulation method paves the way for de-
ploying ionic diodes as versatile nanofluidic actuators for diverse
applications, including ion signaling, ion-based logic, chemical
reactors, and (bio)chemical sensing.

5. Experimental Section
Materials and Reagents: Photolithography was used to form primary

molds for the control and main channel layers. Standard PDMS (Sylgard
184, Dow Corning, USA) and extra-hard PDMS (x-PDMS) were used to
fabricate the control channel layer and gas-permeable film, respectively. x-
PDMS was chosen for its high elastic modulus (≈80 MPa),[53] and thus its
ability to resist film deformation under fluid flow pressure. All chemicals re-
quired for x-PDMS preparation, including linear vinyl siloxane (VDT-731),
vinyl Q-siloxane (VQX-221), a moderator (SIT 7900.0), platinum catalyst
(SIP 6831.2LC), and linear hydride siloxane (HMS-501) were procured
from JSI Silicone, Korea. Ostemer resin (Ostemer 324 Flex, Mercene Labs,
Sweden) was used for preparing a second mold. Another Ostemer resin
(Ostemer 322 Clear, Mercene Labs) was used to fabricate the main chan-
nel layer. Ostemer 322 exhibits minimal gas permeability, which enhances
the responsiveness of the main channels to the switching conditions in-
duced by the control channel. Otherwise, the wall of the main channel acts
as a reservoir for absorbing gas molecules under the gas-switching con-
ditions. Chlorotrimethylsilane (92361, Merck, Germany) was used to en-
hance demolding. PAMs were fabricated using solutions of PS particles
functionalized with sulfate (S37491, Thermo Fisher, USA) and amidine
(A37314, Thermo Fisher), which are diluted to 0.5% with appropriate con-
centrations of aqueous KCl solutions. Pt electrodes (BASMW1032, Merck)
were connected to the devices used for current measurements under var-
ious pH conditions. All ion solutes and solutions, including KCl, NaOH,
HCl, and NH3, were purchased from Merck.

Experimental Setup and Data Analysis: Optical and fluorescent im-
ages were captured using an inverted fluorescence microscope (Ti-E,
Nikon, Japan) equipped with a charge-coupled device camera (ORCA R2;
Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan). Bonding and silane treatment were per-
formed using oxygen-plasma treatment (Cute-MP, Femto Science, Korea).
A pressure-based gas-flow unit (MFCS-EZ, Fluigent, France) was used
to introduce N2 at a constant pressure during particle assembly. A gas
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control unit comprising a solenoid valve array (S10MM-30-24-2, Pneuma-
dyne Inc, USA), digital pressure regulators (ITV0010, SMC, Japan), and
gas tanks were also used for switching gases or gas-dissolved solutions
with precise pressure control. For automated switching, this unit was in-
tegrated with a control circuit controlled by an Arduino Mega R3 microcon-
troller (Adafruit Industries, USA) and corresponding Arduino codes. Cur-
rent measurements were conducted using a sourcemeter (2600B, Keithley,
USA). In general, the I–V curve measurements were performed at a scan
rate of 20 mV s−1, and the PAIDs remained stable. However, when utiliz-
ing basic solutions (NaOH or KOH), a scan rate of 40 mV s−1 was utilized
to mitigate measurement deviation originating from structural instability.
The instability becomes apparent in the measurement using 1 mm basic
solutions, as observed by significant deviations in Figure S6e,f (Support-
ing Information), whereas moderate deviations were observed in lower
concentrations. All zeta potential values were calculated using the Smolu-
chowski equation with the electrophoretic mobility obtained from a Ze-
tasier Nano ZS system (Malvern Panalytical, UK). All values of zeta po-
tential are quoted as the average ± standard deviation (n = 3). SEM im-
ages were obtained using a field emission scanning electron microscope
(S-4800, Hitachi, Japan). ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, USA) and
OriginPro 2020 software (OriginLab Corp., USA) were employed for image
and data analysis, respectively.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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